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the direction of Mecca, and mathematical geography in 17th-century Iran. The book ends with extensive
appendixes, listing data on the two instruments and on numerous other instruments and geographical
tables. King’s book bears witness to the unexplored riches of the history of Islamic science. In addition,
reading the book is a nice experience for those who know David King, because one almost hears him
talking. Thanks to financial support of the al-Furqa¯n Foundation of London, the book is a real bargain.
Hurry to get your copy.
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The prospect of reading a catalog of more than 1500 mathematics books might seem as daunting as
reading a telephone directory. Readers of these pages, though, are likely to find it quite delightful.
The bulk of this book is an annotated catalog of the mathematics books published before the First
World War in the libraries of the United States Military Academy (West Point). The West Point library
has been a working library since the founding of the United States Military Academy in 1802. As a
result, the collection has a different flavor than other collections, which often reflect a collector’s or an
antiquarian’s inclinations. There are many second and third editions of important works by the likes of
Newton and Huygens, English translations of works by Euler and Felix Klein, and textbooks by Lacroix
and West Point authors Church and Davies. Such books are important because they are the books that
people actually read and used at West Point and other universities.
The remainder of the book, about 40 pages, is devoted to a mathematical history of the United States
Military Academy. The central focus of this narrative is the story of how the collection happened to
be built. Most of the world’s great collections of older mathematics books are at older and wealthy
universities, such as Harvard, Cambridge, and Oxford, or in the great national libraries in London, Paris,
or Washington. A few private collections are available to scholars, such as those at the Huntington Library
near Los Angeles, or the Burndy Library in Boston. All such collections are just that: collections. They
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reflect the tastes and values of collectors and archivists, rather than those of practicing mathematicians
and users of mathematics.
The library at West Point, though, stands more or less as it has grown over the last two hundred years.
Books were usually added to the collection because somebody at West Point wanted to use them, and not
because an archivist or a collector thought they belonged there. Moreover, West Point has enjoyed the
luxury of space, so they have not discarded much. Consequently, the collection is a record of almost all
the books that were important enough for somebody at West Point to read and use them between 1802
and 1915.
The account is enlivened by a number of informative anecdotes: what is apparently the first use of a
blackboard in a mathematics class; how West Point’s first mathematics professor managed to get fired
even before the Academy was officially founded; the stories of prolific textbook authors Charles Davies
and A. E. “Stinky” Church; the stories of Sylvanus Thayer’s spectacular European shopping trips.
The bibliography was prepared with three motivations. First, it is part of a larger project to celebrate
the 200th anniversary of the founding of the United States Military Academy at West Point in 1802.
Second, it is a service to the community of mathematics historians to document the collection. Finally, it
constitutes an invitation to scholars to use the fascinating collection of primary materials in the collections
at West Point.
The work is far more interesting than an annotated bibliography ought to be.
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Wherever the name of James Joseph Sylvester (1814–1897) is mentioned in a gathering of
mathematicians who can read, it becomes clear that he is remembered as the man whose life made
E. T. Bell’s Men of Mathematics memorable. He was one of Bell’s “Invariant Twins,” with a character
that contrasted starkly with the downbeat reticence of the other, Arthur Cayley. As an English Jew who
suffered all the educational disadvantages that this entailed in the early 19th century—he could study
at Cambridge, even be adjudged Second Wrangler, and yet not take his degree—Sylvester no doubt
compensated to some extent by his many extravagances, and so provided Bell with the colors for his
palette. There was mathematical substance too to Sylvester’s life, and there are more ways of approaching
it than by reading his mathematical writings alone. Karen Parshall’s approach is though his voluminous
correspondence, known today through some 1200 letters. Of these, she selects 140, of which the most
interesting concern the events of relatively short periods, first when he was hot on the trail of a theory of
invariants, and second when he was getting to grips with the programming of education between 1876
and 1883 at the Johns Hopkins University. In an earlier brief and unhappy episode (1841) he had taught
at the University of Virginia—in which capacity he is often described as America’s first Jewish professor.
His career, however, took him to many other places and was certainly not the research sinecure that so
